ON MY WAY TO STOP THE VIOLENCE

I think violence impacts on a lot of adults, teenager, also children. Violence could affect on your daily life in many ways especially a child’s life. It affects children daily because they witness fighting, robbing, gangs. Like on the way home or on the way to school. Some kids worry about Getting molested, or jumped. Children are exposed to more violence then any other generation. Most people are confronted to violence in places like the park, school hallway, school bathroom, on the bus, school, movie theater, parking lots, plane, internet, and in front of their homes.

The cause of youth violence might be that they had a lack of proper parenting and not always seeing their dad, Gangs, weapons, being exposed to house violence, also Bad neighborhoods. What I think people should to reduce Violence in all places by doing things like having more Police at the end of street’s and parks on a regular basis. Older kids should go on separate bus then younger kids to reduce bulling. Student’s bag should start getting checked while they enter school. Children should have caring parents who raise them with strong values.

“VIOLENCE NEEDS TO STOP OR THIS CITY WILL NEED MORE COPS”!!!

BREAK the SILENCE
STOP THE VIOLENCE